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Abstract

The cluster expansion theory of Mayer is rearranged to obtain
expressions for the potential of average force and the internal potential
\
energy of the electron gas through order fs*- in the density r> . The
order VN result for the potential of average force is applied to ionic
solutions, and gives an expression for the activity coefficient through
order T\ ; the electron-gas result also enables us to extend the FuossOnsager theory of the conductivity of ionic solutions to the case of asymmetric solutes.

Some mathematical corrections are made to the Fuoss- On-

sager theory, so that results for symmetric solutes are obtained which
differ from those of Fuoss and Onsager.
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I.

Introduction

The theoretical determination of the physical properties of
systems of particles, such as plasmas and electrolytes, which interact
through the Coulomb potential involves difficulties which stem from the
long range of the Coulomb force.

In the case of particles interacting

through a short-range potential, it is possible to obtain information
about the macroscopic properties of the system by examining the behavior
of a few particles taken in isolation;

in the case of the Coulomb poten-

tial, however, it becomes necessary to examine the collective behavior
of large numbers of particles.

The first successful approach to a treatment of the Coulomb
system was that of Debye and Huckel [l]. Their picture of the collective
behavior of the particles was that of "shielding":

each particle, on the

average, is surrounded with an excess number of particles of the opposite
charge, so that the full effect of the potential due to the charge on a
particle is not felt at large distances, due to the shielding effect of
the surrounding particles.

In order to make a quantitative determination of the effect of
this shielding phenomenon, Debye and Huckel made use of the "superposition approximation," in which it is assumed that the electrostatic potential at a point in the vicinity of several ions is just the sum of the
shielded potential about each.
tion function "T{\ (YuJ

In this approximation the pair distribu-

, that is, the average number density of pairs of

particles of type I and J

separated by a given distance Y^: , is given

by the Boltzmann factor:

(ia)

o ~~WT

Here T\ and r\j are the number densities of particles of type I and ^ ,
Q,' is the charge on V. , and W-tx) is the shielded electrostatic potential

2

about J * k is Boltzmann's constant and I is the temperature.

Use of

(1.1) in the Poisson equation

(1.2) ^Tj " ~ _Dl \* &i\\ ( D is the dielectric
J}
Y\.

constant )

gives a differential equation for lb« ; expansion of the Boltzmann factor
in a power series in which quadratic and higher order terms are neglected
gives for electrically neutral systems

where Q as I/JWC*i^4^c£Vbttis
g

vty: C.i_ eX? (-X- ^ of (1.3)

called

"the Debye length. The solution

called the Debye-Hiickel potential, gives together

with (1.1) :

(1 4)

-

V^ =nlnitx?(-«^.e.*%)

Using (1.4) for the pair distribution function, Debye and Huckel
were able to determine the thermodynamic quantities of electrically neutral ionic solutions to lowest order in the density;

moreover, together

with Onsager [2], they were able to determine the conductivity and diffusion coefficient to the same order in the density.

In the limit of low

concentrations, they found that these macroscopic quantities varied as the
square root of the particle density; the resulting "limiting laws" are in
excellent agreement with the experimental results.

Attempts to extend the theory of Coulomb systems to higher order
in the density encounter many difficulties;

for example, the superposi-

tion approximation of Debye and Huckel is not sufficiently accurate.

The

pair distribution function in equilibrium may be obtained to the order
required by the cluster method developed by Mayer [3]; a particularly
simple formulation of the problem developed by Cohen and Ford [4] has made
it possible for us to extend the theory to higher orders in the density
than has previously been possible.

In Chapter II we give a calculation

of the pair distribution function and internal energy of the electron gas
with a uniform positive background;

this simple model exhibits the most

3

important characteristics of more complicated systems.

As we will show in Chapter II, together with Appendix B, the
pair distribution function is of the form

where £ ^ = Y^/P^ and

where fc~C/k\ r\jj is proportional to Jn and

d.7) £ (D = - e_

Sab -i^ ^ f - ( ^ U 3 ^ r ^ | ^ [ ( ^ 3 ) TEl("B5)
+ (S^)e5Ei(-S)1

M*i is equivalent to the Debye-Hiickel potential; rT and .nr are
somewhat lengthy and are given in Appendix B; vg.
represent new results, while }Y

has

f

Cp

, and JL.

been given previously by a number

of authors [5]; some of the authors, however, leave ±iL

in the form of

rather difficult integrals, while those who evaluate the integrals often
differ as to the results.

We have also evaluated the internal energy Ul^) of the electron gas;

the result is :

(1.8) U(C) ^ _£_ ,£Sn£ -(]fe+ln3 -jje^-s £3|nt
s
NUT
*•
^
x. »+ 3
3
+ (O,2£"Z8tO.0004-)€?+"
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where V f

is Euler's constant.

Up to order £

, this result has pre-

viously been given by Abe [6], We have also resummed [7] the series
(1.6) to deal with the fact that the .X.

fall off more slowly at large §

for higher *> , so that for any fixed £ there is a f
not the dominant term;

such that 3L ' is

the result of the resummation is of the form

(1 9)

- iut-eCe

with C, = 1+ (\A**+-^ e +•" *

Cx- 1 +1 liHl^"^—
*
We have also examined the suggestion that yd is of the form
and have found that some of the H^

2L.£11K£)

-L,

are not finite.

The results (1.6) and (1.8) are compared with the Monte Carlo
calculations of Brush, Sahlin, and Teller [8].

In Chapter III we apply some of the results of Chapter II to
the case of ionic solutions, and obtain a simple formula for the logarithm
of the activity coefficient V

, that is, for the excess Gibbs free energy

per particle Cj(0-^(p):

a io) ln rfc>3 ai£bi^ a y.£+x*£xUen*&v<VT

where 2lL't is the charge number of ionic species I and bs €.^J)Vs\ CX .

5

(1.10) is based on a model in which the ions are represented by
charged hard spheres of diameter CX and the solvent is represented by an
idealized medium characterized in the equilibrium case only by a dielectric
constant D

. V

depends on the hard core diameter O

; fitting (1.10) to

the experimental results tabulated by Shedlovsky [9] yields a value for
CX

; for NaCl at 25°C we find CX = 5.2 A and for CaCl~ at 25°C we find
o

^

8.0 A^ Poirier [10] has made a similar calculation, and obtained somewhat different results; he, however, retained some of the terms of order
higher than E

in his calculations and fitted his expression to the experi-

mental data at higher concentrations than we have used;

moreover, in some

parts of his calculation he departed from the model outlined above and
used a more refined picture of the solvent.

Haga and Friedman [ll],

working along similar lines, give results which include still more effects
of order c. . In the present work, however, we wish to retain the simple
model throughout, and retain only those terms which are of order £

,

as these restrictions will be necessary in the non-equilibrium case and
we wish to compare the non-equilibrium results with those of equilibrium.

In Chapter IV we use the non-equilibrium theory developed by
Fuoss and Onsager [12], based on the same model as the equilibrium theory
of Chapter III, to obtain an expression for the conductivity 1\ per unit
concentration of an ionic solution;

the expression is of the form

(LID A =A0+A.£'+A1.e,i^£'+A1 £'%•••
where A,= - ££*

+

A .= axA. + F

IWL+\*A PWT

*•

t1

F." (^Sj%ii BgU

TS —*^r

faL - (_!?•>-'*

fei^LH

iw, J

6

F is Faraday's constant, N Avogadro's number, and Tj the viscosity.
./\=/\+/N^'is the Onsager limiting law; ,/V, is quite lengthy and is
given in (4.49).

(1.11) is not derived on such a firm basis as the re-

sults of Chapters II and III, which are based on equilibrium statistical
mechanics.

We repeat the derivation of the differential equation ( 4.13)

for the pair distribution function given by Fuoss and Onsager, and modify
this derivation only by using the results of Chapter II to extend the
applicability of the equation to asymmetric electrolytes such as CaCl_.
We solve this differential equation, however, in a more straightforward
manner than did Fuoss and Onsager, and obtain different results.

Fitting

our expression to the 1934 results of Shedlovsky et al.[13] gives <X =
°
K
2
^"\"'
-1
4.0 A for NaCl at 25°C with i\ 0 = 126.49 cm int. J. L equiv , and <X =

°

-.

6.2 A for CaClQ at 25°C with / \ c = 135.85. These results are to be comZ

o

o

pared with the results <* = 5.2 A and
CX = 8.0 A from Chapter III; the
difference, which in this context should not be considered large, may be
attributed to the fact that the deviations of the real solution from the
idealized model do not necessarily affect the results in the same way in
the equilibrium case as they do in the non-equilibrium case.

7

II.

The Electron Gas

Introduction
The system we wish to consider consists of negatively charged
classical point particles in thermal equilibrium, together with a uniform
positive background for overall charge neutrality.

We will compute the

internal potential energy of this system by finding an expression for the
pair distribution function, which will be given in terms of another quantity, the potential of average force.

The potential of average force

will be given for a general pair potential in section 1,in terms of a
power series in the number density Y\ . In section 2 it will be shown
that in the case of the Coulomb potential the power series in ft is not
suitable, and the series is rearranged into a power series in the plasma
parameter £

•

In section 3 explicit expressions for the first two co-

efficients of the power series are obtained.

In section 4 we compute the

internal potential energy from the expression for the pair distribution
function derived in the preceding sections, and in section 5 we compare
our results with some numerical computations.
1.

The Potential of Average Force

The equilibrium behavior of the system may be described in terms
of the pair distribution function TQ.(X,Y^\T\|T") which is the number of
pairs of particles such that one is located in a unit volume element about
TV

and the other in a unit volume element about T

density is H

4

; the overall number

and the absolute temperature is l . According to the clus-

ter expansion theory of Mayer [14],

(2.D
where

TX
k

-n e *
is Boltzmann's constant and where the potential of average

force $ (^ij'tt *}*\|~^") is given by

(2.2) J L = - ^ - t - I L c w n k
krr

^ Trr

w«i

Here
Cf. • IXjA
is the potential energy of interaction of a pair of particles at Yf and Y\
, and Cy< (x", >Y a )"T) i s g i v e n a s a s u m °f products

of "Mayer f-functions" Tij :

n

where

b

(2.4)

In order to explain the notation used in (2.3) we introduce some simple
notions of graph theory.

Each product of Ti.1 can be represented as a

linear graph, called a "Mayer graph," such as ,rSla_ . Here the points
represent the position vectors YI
2

of the particles;

the points

will be called "root points" and the others "field points."

1 and

Each term

in the sum C.. corresponds to a graph which has W field points. The lines
represent the -T\J that appear in the product, thus:
I

a.
A graph is called "connected" if one can move over lines from

any one point to any other;

| 1
is connected but i t
v -ai •*.
not. The sum in (2.3) runs over all connected graphs with W field
points satisfying the following criteria:
1)

thus

The graph is "simple";

that is, it would remain con-

nected even if all lines terminating in the root points
severed and the points
terion; £ ^ 4

1

and

2

is

removed. i^Si

1

and

2

were

satisfies this cri-

does not.

2)

There is no line connecting

3)

If a line connecting

1

1

and

and

2.

2 were added, the graph

would be "irreducible," that is, it would remain connected even if all
lines terminating in one particular point were severed and the point removed;

in the terminology of Uhlenbeck and Ford [14], it would contain no

"articulation points."
O ©

y \
satisfies this;
i x.

l^X*
i a.

does not.

is the symmetry number of the graph Q ^ , that is, the

number of different ways the labels on the field points may be rearranged
without changing the connections;

thus, if

2

is connected to

3

in one

arrangement, it must be so in the other.

Writing out the first few terms of (2.2), using the graphical
notation for (2.3),

= - ^ + n^*,Ui^1^i4aHf
2.

The Case of Coulomb Forces

For the case of Coulomb forces where Tli=^/ H\j many of the
integrals in (2.5) diverge for large distances.
in the case of
C j A t ^ "£*£,*. =

J^JcKX^Tia V32.

f

This is most easily seen

since for large distances

HTT {\*.Y Y1- ( e ^ - l )

^3=* I # L

and

, w n i c n diverges at large Y .

Therefore the Coulomb potential, due to its long-range nature, must be
treated in a special manner.

Since the coefficients of the powers of the

density in (2.5) are not finite, we seek a rearrangement of the expansion
in terms of some other parameter.

The work of Debye and Huckel [l] sug-

gests the use of the dimensionless parameter £., called the "plasma parameter" :

(2.6)

e = R U /R B
fV5 x/j>mr\K = MwneykT

Here £ is the ratio of the two lengths which characterize the system:
P s u , the "Landau length, is given by C / k T , the distance at which the

thermal kinetic energy of one particle approaching another equals the
potential energy of the pair; and rSjj , the "Debye Length," is given by
l/yfTin R L and characterizes the collective behavior of the particles.
Then, by substitution in (2.6), £ = >/WV\l^/WO**

so

that an expansion

in E can be regarded as an expansion in the square root of the density.

We now proceed to express (2.2) explicitly as a power series
in £ . To accomplish this, we express Y" in terms of the dimensionless
variable

^ S Y ^ n ^ , so that

(2.7) % = !L • "D

To obtain 3t/k"Tas

(2,)

a

=

— and

power series in E we must:*

1)

substitute (2.7) in (2.2);

2)

use (2.6) to show that

^-nRl^^ifef-jAf,

3) expand all the \'A = G.*c* — I in powers of £ :

* For example,

~ 4i"e Sri[lx, *'• U C

+

W

11

This procedure gives immediately the formal result

CD (I •,£) = •£ = -|- + Z C n £ t t
The graphs p£> , called "Coulomb graphs," satisfy the same rules as the
graphs Qy^ , except that they have not not just one but any number t*\: of
lines joining the points i and j , and have exactly r»+W lines altogether.
Each line in a Coulomb graph represents a function ""!/£•• and is represented by a dotted line.

For example, we have for the simplest Mayer

graph in (2.2) :

Here a given Coulomb graph appears in the coefficient of £ if it has t\
more lines than field points.*

*In the case of electrically neutral mixtures

of two different species

of ions, only two minor changes need be made in the above derivation:
1) Rfcis re-defined as

\ /</*VRX\ [&/HX)Lc'&?'+

Cx2£ )

where C{ is defined as the number density of ions of charge "2^& , divided
by the total number density.

This change modifies the derivation only in

that now

n & t - i/H-Te(c,aj-+.c«.zi)
so that each graph with k field points must be multiplied by an additional
factor l / ( C , 4 > C a * i ) k .
2) . ,'' ss *2i Ei /£!. in the case of mixtures.

This has as its

consequence that each graph must be multiplied by the following factors:
1)
the root points

1

2-i ;Jj
and

2) C^lfci

, where I and J

are the species of ions at

2 ;
-V-C-^i^ for each field point ft . ( Ci is the

probability that a field point has charge "Z^C .) Here i\n is the number
of lines that terminate in the point \\.
Thus the overall change in (2.9) in going from the case of the
electron gas to the case of a binary mixture, taking into account the
charge neutrality condition C ^ , — ~C x i. x f ±s to multiply each graph by
3 • ' 7;

) where i and ) are the species of ions at the root points

and 2 , and by tf-t - "tL-x. for each field point H at which V\n lines
terminate.
^Lt — -X^.

1

12

The factors l/t*^:\ in (2.9) can be considered as part of the symmetry number, if the definition of the symmetry number is extended to
include permutations of the lines which connect two given points.
call this more general symmetry number o

to.

3.

If we

, (2.9) becomes

*=i

Summation Over "Chains"

Each coefficient L^ in (2-9) is represented by an infinite
number of Coulomb graphs.

In order to obtain a more tractable expression

for the Cl , we will now perform a partial evaluation of the infinite
sums involved.

We first remark that each Coulomb graph in (2.9) may be regarded
as a product of "chains";

that is, a product of connected subgraphs whose

"endpoints" are the points at which the subgraphs join to make up the original graph, and whose remaining field points, called "points of order
two," have exactly two lines attached.

Thus, for example, the graph

^^
•

*4

may be regarded as a product of three "chains":

We note that two graphs that differ only in the length of one of their
"chains," such as y

4 and

£«'%v» , are of the same order in E. , as the

difference between the number of lines and the number of field points in
the two graphs is the same. We therefore proceed to sum over the chains
of various lengths, thereby reducing the infinite set of Coulomb graphs
in each coefficient G ^ i n (2.9) to a finite
lines represent functions

JD^j

set of 'Debye graphs," whose

defined as follows:

13

The function DijlStfl

will be explicitly evaluated below.

Substitution

of (2.10) in (2.9) gives the following formal power series in £ :*

(2.11)

where the graphs 0 £ satisfy the same rules as the P * , except that
is allowed and the graphs may not contain points of order two.
»
X
[t the first few terms,
-Vr <? —i
Writing out
(2.12)
Here the heavy lines represent the functions
a^

7Lta , and the integration

over each field point is understood.

sum of integrals in (2.10).

We now evaluate the

Since each integral is of the convolution

type, we use the Fourier transform of / / P . . :

(2 i3)

-

S i , = 3.^1 in 4k.

By the convolution theorem, the IV»~W

term in (2.10) is given by

*In performing the transition from (2.9*) to (2.11), we must make certain
that each Coulomb graph in (2.11), with ^ : given by (2.10), has the same
t
numerical factor as in (2.9). To check this we divide each Coulomb graph
into subgraphs, each of which consists of the »*\ chains connecting the
points i and J , where i. and J are not points of order two; e.g., ]A?.;
If fcn. is the number of chains of length X in such a subgraph, each graph
in (2.9) containing that subgraph will appear in (2.11) mi/y vv^i times,
as the T^' are expanded separately without regard to the fact that some
Coulomb graphs are thus duplicated.

On the other hand, the symmetry

number of the Coulomb subgraph is ll tVY. J while that of the Debye subgraph is rn\ , so that (2.11) is indeed correct.

1

<>•"> r"

14

a

t

w*fR-4T-fr
1
*vy
f Ha e^*

= ili v
2.TV

Summing over all terms in (2.10),

But
So

(2

K * ^ = _e~^i

16

•> ^ i ^ ' - ^ H H ^

§v

Thus we can write out explicitly the graphs in (2.12); for example

<\ • - & H £ & -i
•

x

*The resummation procedure remains exactly the same in the case of mixtures discussed in the footnote on page 11, since at all the points
over which we integrate

» »^=" X , so

u H n -i_ z rvy ( £ _ Z J = l .
It follows that the rules for the transition from the electron gas to
mixtures are the same for Debye graphs in (2.17) as for the Coulomb
graphs in (2.9).

15

and (2.11) becomes

(2.17)

where the graphs

*

**•

1) have tY\j; lines connecting the points i and \ ;
2)

have no lines connecting

1

and

2, with the single

exception of the graph •' •' * ;
3)

are simple, contain no points of order two, and would

be irreducible if there were a line connecting

The integra

=

1

and
4

a

2.

>-A A - H

are evaluated in Appendix A;

(2.12) becomes

(2.18)

where

t,»l""A^J

i S the "exponential integral":

^ The first term in (2.17) is just the Debye-Huckel potential
•x

-JL. 5L
(see 2.6). The higher order terms, representing deviations
WT Y
from the Debye-Huckel potential, include deviations from the "superposition
principle" mentioned in Chapter I.

We would now like to evaluate the term Lo in (2.17). Unfortunately, C7-. includes terms containing the subgraph «€T" J» . so that the inL

* C r\

tegration over field points diverges logarithmically at C.r^U . It is
necessary, therefore, to perform a further resummation [7]. This we accomplish by summing all graphs identical except for the number Xt\\l of lines
connecting I and
£,x . w

V , where Tt\.:&2:
. e~3
6
H

Z^)

" Q. + * t ^ + £ ^ + - =ee *L t+ees,i =fl
<•!

16

(2.17) becomes

where the graphs K» with k field points have two types of lines; the

W

_§..

first type is drawn as a solid line and represents a factor ~fL§L

, and

§i»

A

the other is drawn as a wavy line and represents a factor TV,*. The rules
for constructing the graphs Hi are as follows: only, one line may connect
any two points, and there may be no points of order two such that two
solid lines join at a point; the graphs must be simple, must become irreducible if a line is added between the root points
contain no line between

1

and

1

and

2, and must

2, with the exception of the graph •-

-* .

The first few terms are

* iwo x

H£A!,ir>n*rM>nv--

The expression (2.20) is not ordered in powers of £

; we will,

however, be able to extract the £ behavior of x. by finding the Fourier
transform V* (Q nn ) of 4 w and using the convolution method to evaluate the
integrals.

The Fourier transform of jh** was evaluated to the order re-

quired [17] by breaking up the integral into a long-distance and a shortdistance part, expanding the exponential in the long-distance part, and
using the substitution U = Vf

in

^he short-distance part.

The result is

c i \ - i Z\\t c 1 ^-" 5—^ 0.1 e . f \ _ E 7- xorT' (-£r)
(2.22) F ( ^ J = 4Tril«*5&
^**»»£»--^ ~

-r£!ki +|? fxr+La-ll+sw^)
G

L

i-urH]

% w%r\

17

Use of (2.22) in (2.20) gives

(2

23) $ IS*) » e $,(^+£l$JS)+e*U $,.(§)

where XiV^I and 3L*.(^1 agree with (2.18); the higher order terms are
quite complex and are given in Appendix B.
divided into two parts; the term XSIslb'

The coefficient of c. is
ca

n be evaluated explicitly,

while X a ^ V must be found by numerical integration.

We will now make two remarks about (2.20). First: for fixed
£ and increasing £ , the £. lJolS

term in (2.18) dominates the Debye-

Huckel term — GJS ; furthermore, the term j I in the coefficient of £
—£ S
_
behaves as € 6 * at large c , and it can be seen that the coefficient of
t behaves as c
6. . To tame the long-distance behavior, therefore,
we resum those terms in (2.20) which are chains of both types of lines

[7]:
(2

.24)T(s^= — + A + A + A + n +
A graph with *n solid lines and tl wavy lines appears vn-HH,/IT>: ^K\

— Tt\+\)l times in (2.24), provided tn£h+l ; the graph *www** is excluded.
Using this fact, the binomial theorem, (2.22), (2.16), and the convolution
theorem, we obtain

_g

V

<•« Tftri- -*f ]\"«W ^ -P -'«f ]
We extract the long-distance behavior of I by a method described
in Appendix B;

the result is

c-

(2.26) S

Here we have evaluated C» and C^ only to order C .
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The second remark concerns the possibility of expressing (2.20)
in terms of a double power series in 6

and m E ,

(2.23) shows that this

is the case up to order E, »«£; however, examination of (2.20), (2.22),
and (2.16) shows that the coefficient of £ H * £ ) , would consist of three
finite terms plus a term proportional to

VJ**\J^

of 6 Vr» £ contains a term proportional to

'the

coefficient

^ \ ^ < \ . 6 - 1 * 0 " ^ <t* >

higher terms contain still more strongly divergent integrals.

and

Thus, we

have not yet removed all divergences and still further resummation is
necessary.

Whether this means that *£ is not given by a series of the

form 21 6. \l*"»E) J^^T>
m.n

4.

is an

° P e n question.

The Internal Potential Energy

We now wish to calculate the internal potential energy of the
electron gas. The potential energy associated with a single pair of particles, one at \\

and one at Y^

, is just ^•/Y, a ; moreover, we now

know the pair distribution function T^ , so that we can compute the total
potential energy

(2.27)

U

= j=L

y - J A t . A ^ ^ " Y.J

Here the term '"LL" dY, &XX is the energy associated with the volume eleMX

ments aY^aY* of the uniform positive background, and the factor t/0. is
due to the redundancy in Y", and Y"x . Since from (2.1) and (2.9)
- M £ , x i n ^ ) = t f " e X f &%x&)

„,„

U =

and n = N

, we obtain

^e^(V~f(^>-'>

using (2.6),

A partial expansion of the exponential in (2.28),taking into

19
account the behavior of a£

at ^""^

> gives to order

C

+ 6
«* •?

The first integral in (2.29) is evaluated by breaking it up into

W

\

; in evaluating \

°

« e.FatCG^and the substitution ^ = y S , and in evaluating J

the expansion £

we expand 6. ' and make the approximation
3

= l-VCSfci+E "!^ / 2 . M

we use

. All terms which di-

verge as fc(->0 are seen to cancel, and ct is set equal to zero; the result is

(2.30)

where the li-» € behavior stems from the non-analytic nature of G.*^* V

•£- /

at §=0.

.ionef I[
^ *J
y
dC i
S ^
I ^
- ti
i + ~"-

Evaluation of

L

T t

a

makes use of the

formula

where I (&* is the usual gamma function and r
in this special case

(2.32)

the hypergeometric function;

20
We obtain the results
(2.33)

o
v
-r
To evaluate l j ^ ^ j.,1^
o
mula [19]

we must make use of the for-

E\ (-A = - ^Ar e** W^

(2.34)
We obtain
3
(2.35) £

«•

^is,-^-i'"¥-V"*Hte]

>cUx\
where \dTC
IH I

mU st

be evaluated numerically.

5-

Finally, we find by numerical integration that J-3|4 gives
a contribution (-.0526 ± .0008 )£ to 7,U„_ ; our final result for the
internal energy is then
(2.36)
3
+ ( 0.2528 ± .0004)£ + . . .

5. Comparison with "Experiment"
Brush, Sahlin, and Teller [8] have made for the electron gas
computations of the pair distribution function and the internal energy

21
as a function of £

, using a Monte Carlo method.*

Figs. 1 and 2 compare

the pair distribution function calculated from (2.23) with the Monte Carlo
results;

0 (1), 0 (2), and 0 (3) retain the terms in U/NlH~of order £ ,

C , and c.

respectively in the potential of average force.

Fig. 3 com-

pares the internal energy given by the Monte Carlo results with the internal energy calculated numerically from (2.28), with x

given by (2.23)

through order c

. Up to

given by (2.36);

the curves 0 (1), 0 (2), and 0 (3) retain only the terms

in ^Tj^kT" through order £ , £

t = 0.7 we have also plotted the function

, and £

respectively.

*The deviation of the Monte Carlo points from the expected results at
small £

and small distances is probably due to inaccuracy in the Monte

Carlo calculations.
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III.

Ionic Solutions In Equilibrium

Introduction

In this chapter we present a computation, based on a simplified
model, of some of the thermodynamic properties of an ionic solution in
thermal equilibrium.

In particular we compute the activity coefficient

^(tv) of a solution of ions as a function of the number density X\ , obtaining the formula

(3.D MM = r. 7n-H)TX. r^Un-H ifaunHh•- •
with explicit expressions for ^ , Y-*

}

and Y . This formula will be

compared with experimental measurements on some simple electrolytes.

1. The Model

We represent an ionic solution by a system of charged hard
spheres of diameter OL immersed in a medium characterized only by a dielectric constant 1} . We consider only the "binary" case of two types of
ions with number densities Cth , cJTV , and charges £^e , Z x 6 . , satisfying
the charge neutrality condition C,2,*-C l i l 1 .

The ionic solution is characterized by three lengths, as opposed
to the two characteristic lengths in the case of the electron gas, which
has no hard core.

The three lengths are the Landau length R C S z*?== , the
. ,
..
JjKT
Debye length ft a I A/H-irn l ^ / D k T K c ^ + C ^ J ) , and the hard-core diameter G.
We will assume that Q is of the same order of magnitude as \\L, and will
describe the equilibrium properties of the system in terms of the charge
numbers H, and Z x , the plasma parameter

£5I\L/I\|>,

and the "Bjerrum

parameter" b = R u /a , a number of order one. The assumption that the
two species of ions have the same diameter can be justified by the fact
that collisions between ions of opposite charge will occur more frequently than collisions between those of like charge, so that the effective
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hard core diameter is the sum of the radii of two ions of different
species.

2. Theory

As in the case of the electron gas, we will obtain the thermodynamic quantities by computing the pair distribution function.

The most

important thermodynamic quantity for the purpose of comparison with experiment is the activity coefficient, defined as

,„, s e*P(.*^]

(3.2)

where ^ 0 ^ is the Gibbs free energy per ion and ^ ° ^
energy per ion in the limit of low density.

(Ql©)

is tne

Gibbs free

is just the kinetic

part of the Gibbs free energy, and is the same as the Gibbs free energy
of an ideal gas.)

9l^)"*5^°^

is

computed in two parts [15]: One is the con-

tribution to the Gibbs free energy of the hard-sphere potential, which
is the same as in the case of the electrically neutral hard-sphere gas;
and the other is the additional contribution due to the charge on the
spheres, which will be found from the pair distribution function.
part of Q(n)-Q(°)

Each

will be computed to order H .

The contribution L^lh)""^ v°IJ of the hard-sphere potential
can be obtained from the density expansion (2.5);
density H

to first order in the

it is given by " d " ^ where B ^ is the well-known second

virial coefficient of the hard sphere gas:

(3.3)

kT-

3

Using the charge neutrality condition and the definitions of £, w, and
f\^ , we rewrite (3.3) as

(3

.4) Eaw-3^)]q

^T

=

_§!;

3b*l-fc»*J

ERRATA

Equation (3. 6) is not correct for our model due to the
existence of the hard core potential, p V can be calculated
c
A
U
c 2 r d6»
c,
from the corresponding Helmholtz free energy T^r~ 3 J T ^ N k T
9(A /NkT)
0
p
c
V BAQ
I
c
as a con
by
the formula:
— result
= - ^fC^p
=z ~QI
T should
sequence
the final
(3. 24)
be modified' to read:-

1
(zi+z?>;

1

V2 = (-Vz

)[—

#6 bb

2

6

1
l1.
tJ_ 1

't-V ^ - - j) + ^ +•

£

* *
, n n
«° / W\n

+

S
n=3

W(n+l«(n-2)

1

A

,3

SfZjZ ) b
Z

l " Z ? '»

C-± S.f] (3. 24)
z ^

The quoted values of a change a few % only.
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Due to the results of Chapter II, we already have the pair distribution function of the system at our disposal; therefore, the contribution t ^ C n ^ - g l o ^ 3 c o f

the Coulomb potential to the Gibbs free energy

can readily be computed by first expressing it in terms of the internal
potential energy U

c

of the system, and then computing \JC from the pair

distribution function. We begin with the thermodynamic relation

(3

.5) N l<jM-g(°Oc = U - T 3 0 + P C V

where o«. and \c

are the contributions of the Coulomb potential to the

entropy and pressure, and will be obtained in terms of U c ; v4 is the total
number of ions and V is the volume of the system.

P V is given in terms of L/c by the virial theorem, which, in
the special case of the Coulomb potential, gives

PCV = i-u

(3.6)

The contribution 5 1 of the Coulomb potential to the entropy
is found in terms of \JC by calculating the increase in entropy when the
unit of charge e is increased from zero to its actual value at constant
temperature and volume:

(3,) S c (T,V,e]= ^ ' [ # ] T ) V ,
5

depends on e

only through the plasma parameter

£ - £ / D \ M ttj) ,

so

(3 8)

- Sc - Vc L~w^Jv

where, although | is a function of EL , the derivative affects only the
explicit E

(3 9>

dependence of o

- Sc* W'TIVIV

o

.

At constant volume o b c 5 O U c ^ \ , so
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As in the case of the electron gas, we will be able to obtain an expression for \Jc/T in terms of £

o.io)

_ L _

-—

, so we use the substitution

-^e

-^-

and calculate OVy )/j£ from the definition of £ .

Making these substitutions in (3.9) gives

(3.5), (3.6), and (3.11) together give

(3.12)

kT
It now remains only to calculate •• * in terms of £ . As in the case
W V T
TT
of the electron gas, Ut is given by the potential energy of interaction
of a pair of particles and the pair distribution function; in the case of
the ionic solution, however, the pair distribution function Ty,\ IXit)
depends on the species I and \ of the ions at Yi and Xj. , so that

(3.13)

Here

= iHK&ll^)f^

a

Tt; \"^\t. I is given by

ft. = c i C ^ ex^Ii^VkT ) , x^cx
(3.14)

^

- O >^

<a

where $[ L i is the potential of average force, which is given for

MX>CX

by (2.12) together with the modifications given in the footnote on page 11:*

*It can be shown that, to order £
affect $ L ;(Y„A

for Y \ > Q

.

, the hard core potential does not
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1*0 2-

(3.15a) J ^ =

$

a$?E+^li

€•*•-•• '

-§IX

A anaH

where 4r

\

and 4

* are given by (A.8) and (A.11).

Substituting (3.14) into (3.13) and using the charge neutrality
condition and the definition of K^ , we obtain

(a.,)

- *£ T^^H: fc

U

where £. - 5L and F a 2<i ,

We will now evaluate (3.16) to order C- . Taking into account
the short-range behavior of jdij , we find that to order £
write:

we can

,K\

CD-

e^i

e*-T^

(3.17)

Moreover, we can rewrite 6.

e
(3.18)

e

in (3.17) as

^= ,+es3*^5rr+££"S
24

where we can use the approximation

(3.19)

^lj

h*-a

^

in each term in the sum from 3 to infinity.*

Using (3.17), (3.18), (3.15b), and (3.19) in (3.16) gives

(3.2o) uc = t^r i^i^r-eur-zz.^+i^Jtss
-ne1-(<*?"> -lii-zz-Hz. n

1!

fc
5 %:
i"
?

n = l —: J S

^-

t

+

+£ iuff::-«

^^]

We rewrite the last term in (3.20), using (3.15c) and (2.33):
|| L*^

T.CO

(3.21)

- ^ + ?l)(lt+20A4liriJ1(^zt,n
Z.
*It might be thought that the terms in the sum from 3 to infinity could
be ignored due to the factor £

; however, $V/.'\#£

/§

gration in (3.16) will give an additional factor l / ( € / b )
all terms contribute to order £

. If we write _&"**= T

the factor coming from the integration becomes
order £

we can set Y*wO and obtain (3.19).

and the intenZ

" , so that
.mm §
c **»-•>
(,-TV)

l/(€/k^"w"S

so

to
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Since

2i"+'"2.2 = 0 for "symmetric" electrolytes such as NaCl,

this term containing 3£ ij

is needed only for "asymmetric" electrolytes

such as CaCl 2 .

Evaluating the integrals in (3.20) and expanding the results in
powers of -*. gives, to order €. ( t is of order 1 ) :

(3.22)

T T = Nil! (-£.*0 [- E (i-e ) -_£^(tfe+U2 ^ )(z,^xf

*

*The; infinite
infinite sum
sum can
can also
aiso be
De written
wruxen

3ali # 1

2.
A similar, though somewhat more involved, expression for the
infinite sum in (3.24) can in principle be obtained from (3.12).
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We now substitute (3.22) in (3.12), and (3.12) and (3.4) in
(3.2) to get the final expression for m ^ C n " ) . In evaluating the integral in (3.12), which is basically an integral over the unit of charge 6. ,
we must express b

in terms of £

as follows:

0.23) ^= £T[wa3n(c13*+c»3:L\]

3

Then (3.2) becomes

(3.24)

G
a."^
We would now like to make the following remarks about (3.24):
1)

Since ^.^>JT\ , (3.24) is essentially the same as (3.1).

2)

(3.24) includes all deviations from the superposition

principle mentioned in Chapter I to order £
3)

(3.24) is based on a model that treats the solvent as

an idealized medium, and ignores many effects which, if treated more
realistically, would give a different value for Y_ . The medium used in
the model has no free energy of its own;

hence, in comparison with ex-

periment the free energy calculated above is to be compared with the free
energy of the solution minus that of the pure solvent.
4) y

is a function of b

, while Y^

in comparisons with experiment the parameter b

and Y , are not;

is so chosen as to make

33

(3.24) agree with the experimental results as closely as possible.

3. Comparison with Experiment

In Fig. 4 we plot the theoretical curve for \ir» •#(£) from
£-0 to 6 = 0.0. with t= 1.38 for the top curve and b= 1.6 for the
bottom curve. The experimental points are taken from measurements on
NaCl in water at 25°C [9], In this case the maximum value of £ = 0.2
corresponds to a concentration of about .007 moles/liter and o= 1.38
o

corresponds to a hard sphere diameter of about 5.2 A.
In the asymmetric case of CaCl0 in water at 25°C the theory
.

^

o

matches the experimental results for b = .89 (G = 8.0 A ) . The term
lv\
Lj in this case accounts for about 30% of the deviation from the

£

Jx\ law.
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IV.

Ionic Solutions Not in Equilibrium

Introduction

In this chapter we will obtain an expression for the conductivity of a binary ionic solution.
(4

.D A

The result will be of the form

= Ao+A.v/n 4-A^nlhh+A a .h+"-

where J.\ is the specific conductivity, that is, the conductivity per
ion, and T\

the number density of ions.

The lowest order result:

A^s:/^-t-yYvn is known as the Onsager limiting law [2].

Using the model described in section 1, we will obtain (4.1)
by combining, in a manner described in section 2, the contributions of
three basic mechanisms to the change in j\ with number density.

To

obtain the contribution of each of these effects to the conductivity we
need the non-equilibrium pair distribution function, which we will calculate in section 3.

The first of the three effects, the "relaxation

effect", is due to the electrostatic interactions among the ions;

the

contribution of this effect to the conductivity will be given in section
4.

In section 5 we compute the contribution of the "electrophoresis" ef-

fect, which is due to the motion of the solvent about an ion;

in section

6 we obtain the contribution of the "osmotic" effect, which is due to
hard core collisions and which, unlike the other two effects, does not
contribute to i V , and iV,* in (4.1).

The final result for the conducti-

vity will be given in section 7, and in section 8 we will compare this
theoretical result with some experimental data.

The theory outlined above is due to Fuoss and Onsager, from
whose work [12] the present treatment differs only in some mathematical
aspects;

the theory is based on a number of plausible assumptions and

is not rigorously deduced from the basic foundations of statistical
mechanics, as was the equilibrium theory presented in Chapter III.

/</37<f3
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1.

The Model

In the non-equilibrium case it is necessary to define the model
of the ionic solution more sharply than in the case of equilibrium.

The

medium is regarded as an incompressible fluid characterized by its viscosity Ti as well as by its dielectric constant D . The medium determines
the migration velocity of the ions through friction and through the diffusion process:

where OTTji (X,-j.| is the velocity of an ion of species l at Y\ relative to
the surrounding solvent, if there is an ion of species j| at Y ^ ; UJ; i S
the mobility ( velocity per unit force ) of an ion I in the solvent, Kl,\
the force on the ion L

in the presence of ion \ , and Tij the pair dis-

tribution function for the species I

and ]

. I /\i}\ is the familiar

friction coefficient and U);WT VfVj is the Einstein expression for the
p..
diffusion velocity.
*
In the determination of the conductivity, the solution is subject to a homogeneous external electric field A i , where I is the unit
vector in the + X

direction.

weak so that effects of order

This field is considered to be sufficiently
jfi± can be ignored.

*This is a more refined version of the familiar equation for the migration
velocity of a particle i at position V

:

_

where K^l^^ is the force on the ion L and nil?} is the number density of particles I at Y" . The form (4.2) implies that the particles I
and \ lie outside each other*s hydrodynamical wake;

this will be the

case if the Stokes radius ( distance of closest approach of the solvent
to the center of the ion ) is sufficiently small compared to K j .
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2.

The Conductivity Equation

The specific conductivity j[\ is the sum of the specific conductivities A l
rUi-~i-

due to each species of each ion.

, where F

ion of species

L

is Faraday's constant and Ul

A; is given by
is the velocity of an

in the field direction per unit local field.

Ui is

the sum of the velocity of the ion relative to the surrounding solvent and
the velocity of the solvent itself;

the velocity relative to the solvent

per unit local field is given by ^ e i O ^ and the velocity in the field
direction of the surrounding solvent per unit local field we call Ui
so that UisZ^eWv + U;, .

,

Writing A X for the difference between the local

field and the applied field and using e a r / N , where N

is Avogadro's

number, we obtain

(4.3)

2ie

w L

-J

1+-

XJ

The change in field A X . , that is, the change in the force on an ion
per unit charge, is composed of two parts: £^/V — Z\«./V+'Zjka A. } where
/\^/s

is the change in the local electrostatic field due to the relax-

ation effect, and ^

0

X

is the average force on an ion per unit charge

due to the osmotic effect.

Then for binary electrolytes,

(4.4)

where

A-tA.H^&^l
A.,

1+

x

the specific conductivity for vanishing ion density, depends

only on the behavior of the isolated ions and not on their interactions:

(4.5)

y \

= F * [|z'> "j.figiiujj

N
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3.

The Pair Distribution Function

We will obtain the pair distribution function from the twoparticle continuity equation, which expresses the conservation of particle pairs. We first derive the continuity equation from the second
B-B-G-K-Y hierarchy equation [16]:

(4.6) sfi + X . Fy = t\ z ffej^, (au+©wj) Fnw
°)^< = f> . ^_ -t- ^. • Kr ~ ©ii

Here Itj \Y, ^/fk j^a. *,T ) is the pair distribution function

and ujlc \X » F» >*" Ti»\a >
L

'

is the three-particle distribution function;

\ ? and W are the species of the particles at Y, , Y*. , and X"a

f

respectively.

We integrate (4.6) over pt and P^ ; then the O

terms

vanish since the distribution functions vanish as P % »p2.* and P- "~* °° •
The integration gives us the continuity equation for particle pairs:

(4.7)

a. - - & tf^n - REM
or

where

and
"fl\C^»i^*V^is the pair distribution function for I and j
tion space and V;/j

in configura-

is the average velocity of an ion of species L at i»

given that there is an ion of species j

at f j , If VL ;

and Tlj

are
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functions only of Y,—Yj.

( homogeneous outside forces ),we have jL-r-%? ;

it follows that if i and j are the same species «jfii/5c*C?
wnere "V a

and .pus-fi»> ,

is the equilibrium pair distribution function for ions of

species t . This can be seen by considering what would happen if the
applied field were slowly reduced to zero:
would be no change in -Til
we would have £ a - $£*

since d^ii/tit-O

f

there

; the system would then be in equilibrium and
; hence

-Tu s"P'fl

for any field.

We wish to consider only a binary electrolyte in the steady
state;

(4.7) becomes

(4 8) L_ (f,^) ~ ^(*-V^=°
where Vj ^ is found from (4.2):

(4.9) v,^ = vf + ^jKijX-u_a^j
Here V

4

is the velocity of the solvent surrounding Y",

We will proceed by first finding an expression for IN(a in
terms of the electrostatic potential, and then using an iteration procedure to find the expressions for

T i a and the electrostatic potential

that satisfy (4.8) and the Poisson equation;
we will also calculate an expression for

The ion

1

in the presence of

to complete this procedure

N?f
2

experiences an electrostatic

force

(4.10) l^i.a. A.*»ei *• ~^=r
where Ti»i is ^e electrostatic potential at YJ , given a particle
of species

2

at Y x

. This equation can be simplified by using the

superposition approximation discussed in Chapter I;

we will now indicate

why this approximation is of sufficient accuracy to give the correct
value of the conductivity to order Fl .
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The potential felt by the ion can be thought of as consisting
of three parts: the potential M^ due to the atmosphere of 1,* the
potential due to the ion 2 and its atmosphere, and the change in potential due to the distortion of the atmosphere of each ion due to the presence of the other:

/

\

/

\

Fig. 5
(4 .ID

ib

1^,0 = ^.(ol + ^ 1-xO + +"<Yia)

The effect Mr

of the distortion of the ionic atmospheres

( which is neglected in the superposition approximation ) will be considered to be of higher order in £ — K t jfipthan M^ and T*_ «_s±nce the
and
be
tte only

ERRATA

e only
:omes
The line: "Now it will be shown later ... be ignored" should

o

be deleted.

•<
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The potential felt by the ion can be thought of as consisting
of three parts: the potential *t\ due to the atmosphere of 1,* the
potential due to the ion 2 and its atmosphere, and the change in potential due to the distortion of the atmosphere of each ion due to the presence of the other:

N
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/
1

\
1

1
\
\
\

\
\
\

2

1

'2

/
/

Fig. 5
(4

.ID

iV,. wo = W r t + ** l"^° ++"(r,l)
The effect Mr

of the distortion of the ionic atmospheres

( which is neglected in the superposition approximation ) will be considered to be of higher order in £ ~ R L (R^than ty\ and Tj. , since the
interaction producing the distortion has a characteristic length Rt and
the ionic atmospheres have characteristic length ft* . Now it will be
shown later that all terms in (4.8) containing H'I.I.IXO
to order £ *v* \\ in the conductivity, so ^V (^n_^
to order £

contribute only

would contribute only

and can for our purposes be ignored. Thus (4.10) becomes

(4.12) K^K*) -AE.ei-z.e^ t,^ -_-

*To be precise,

H> ^V)= Vty,(TV3%6 .
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where *Vt\°i
4'-L

is the potential due to the atmosphere about ion

is the potential due to ion

2

1

and

and its atmosphere.

Substituting (4.12) in (4.9) and (4.9) in (4.8) gives

(4

.13) **>; - ^

6

i^e

*

HIT

^ = JD_ cun K Y e ^ i l ; X
ix

TT \. ax

\ a* 7AJ

Here we have written

(4.13')

where
and

r;

•a.

, T * , and
s
and V '

H*

are the equilibrium values of r {-lm , T »
> and

^©present the departures f:
:rom
the equilibrium values proportional to jfs. ; since T i a s T a ~ O
for
M*

,

Hr^.

*{" <(X we must have T\-X.~ 0

\x

for ^\x^-C\

. We give below in (4.14) the

identities we have used in obtaining (4.13) from (4.8);
and (d) in (4.14) we see that 4 \ '

(4.14) (a)

A

=

4n.

ijci.n

(d)

^

and we write + ' = "4V= ^Vx. •

ill'- ^TT-P.X £*.e

(b)
(c)

from (a), (b),

y

(Poisson)

^ V 1 ^ 4-rr-Ra z-g.e
B c.n
(charge neutrality)
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*«

(0")

(e

•P.;''= c,c»n~e

,Y><X

(f

(to lowest order in
.I. **">

kT

*• £ ; TC
is just
the Debye-Huckel

«Ol

(g

potential.)
(h

V-vf =0

(i

i • Y = x

(j
(k

(incompressibility)

X/Y = cos 0
v = ^ _ ( Y C O S 8}

(1

(m

(n

^\ Vf^ _ * ^fig/cose)
aT
^Y

(o

*Y 2>Y
(P

(V:-Y)A= Vi t /cos0

(q

v.«. i£T s v^v If?
1

Vi,

is

*v

"^ Y

the radial component of \f\ \ Isnu-is the value of the

x-derivative at Y«<*; Q is defined by

and .Hindis given by (3.15). In this chapter we use the notation
and write XX* instead of f

;

XSX/R*

in order to be consistent with the notation

ERRATA

The equation: K j ^ X ^ e t

ay
K

l,'2

=Xz

e

z

l t- l

e

3r7

should be replaced by;
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of Fuoss and Onsager [12].

We obtain the lowest order solution Tia to (4.13) from
the equation

«.»> A »i» - *c«r - % «s T 4f x
where we assume that the terms in (4.13) that are omitted in (4.16) contribute to the conductivity only to order £
tion is as follows:

(4.16) is the continuity equation that would be ob-

tained if in (4.9) we had set V{ sO and
lowest order approximation for "T ^
«PIX

. The basis for this assump-

K.,^, — X

2*& i

> a n d used the

. When we substitute the solution

from (4.16), together with the corresponding solution M 7

to

the Poisson equation, into the terms in (4.13) omitted in (4.16), we will
see that these terms indeed contribute only to order c.

in the conductivity,

which is consistent with the assumption we made above.

Using (3.15) for od\t and the condition Tt* y^&> ,

we

have

for the solution to (4.16):

(4<17)

jp'^ .__ c,g,neXq? cos9 «3» , Y>*
HTTkT s\-<£\

o'to
The solution to the Poisson equation (4.14c), using T.T.
(4.17) for -Pij. , is

(4.18)

We have used the notation

(4.19)

Y

from
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(4.17) and (4.18) are sufficiently accurate to give the Onsager limiting
law.

However, in order to continue the iteration procedure so as to ob-

tain an accurate enough expression for Ttx
correct to order £

to give the conductivity

, we must solve the complete equation (4.13).

To

accomplish this, we must first obtain an expression for Vi.T in (4.13),
that is, for the radial component of the velocity of the solvent at an
ion.

This we will find from the Navier-Stokes equation for an incompres-

sible fluid

(4.20) 7x[7x^)=F-^f
where \ is the volume force on the fluid and D is the pressure.

Following Fuoss and Onsager [12] we define the vector U
as follows:

(4

.21)

I^Vi* 5 V l V - U ) - A °

and (4.20) becomes

(4.22)

^ A U - V ( \ 7 U ) = F-VP

where we have used the identity VXVA^sAA+-V(V-f\) . To find U
equate the vector terms of (4.22):

(4.23) F=AAu
But F follows from the Poisson equation,

(424)

?9 ^eXifk-D.A^Xi

Solving (4.23), using (4.24), gives:

(4.25) AU = -DXj 4/+&v7

we
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where W

is any function such that £ s & ^

=

0-

—i

We wish to find U
Mri for

for Y > Q ; to do so we insert the value for

Y ^ O L and integrate (4.25);

gration we will also determine U
£

andX

, ^ i " ^ %~

±OV

constant of integration C
absorbed in C

Y

then to find the constant of intefor Y<.(X

> a

. To lowest order in both

J integration of (4.25) gives a

such that A C = 0

, so that & ^

can be

. Thus we have:
yV

(4.26) U^ = ~ X ^ i ^ e

+ c x , uY = c y >u z = c 2

Replacing U in (4.21) by (4.26), using (4.14i), (4.14j), and (4.141),
we obtain for the radial component of V *

:

(4.27) -hv;r = -TC^e. cose &^12^ + fv(VC)l
where |_v(v C )JY is the radial component of V(^7'C).

We obtain rV(V'C)J from the boundary condition v {.

s
x

0

at the Stokes radius ft < a ; in this region Y<0. there are no charges, so
d»V6\= 3£if: + const, and we take Q v l V ^ f l = lL?=i!|c c S g .
Tl 35 Y
'
l-TT *?- *y 3
required in € , we can set C *C so that we finally get

To the order

(4.28) 7j v* - X^e- i-e*(H-)QO cos e

Substituting (4.17), (4.18), and (4.28) into the higher order
terms of (4.13) gives an equation f or f)a*( Y,x), the second approximation

JI

UTT
41T

"3- . P.
"2.,e

vU

I\ V
^Y
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We proceed to find the solution to (4.29).
Y < C* ; for Y>a

We already have "fj-j, - 0

the solution to (4.29) is given by the Green's function

method:

(4.30) r;,x\?, = J- [UY'£ qn^-> »s e _&_
These integrals are evaluated partially in Appendix C; the
result is

f\,ll-\-*N

for

cos 9
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The integrals in (4.31) cannot be evaluated further;
less, we will be able to extract the conductivity to order £.

neverthefrom (4.31)

in the following sections. As we have seen above, only ^i(Y) contributes
to

A., in (4.1);

as we will see below, both ^ ( Y ) and the term Q ^ M that

stems from the motion of the solvent will give contributions to ,/V,'.
All 6 terms contribute to j!\ .

4.

The Relaxation Effect

The difference between the magnitude of the local electrostatic
field felt by an ion and the external applied field, due to the relaxation
effect, that is, to the net effect of the other ions, is given by

(4.32)

A * X - ~ [|£]

where the x-derivative is evaluated at Ya<* *; Hr*
Now (4.14c) is solved for T1

is given by (4.14c).

by using (4.31) for TIT.

, and then applying

the Green's function method in a similar manner as in the case of the continuity equation (4.29); the resulting 4^
Details are given in Appendix C;

(4 33)
(4.33)

is then used in eq.(4.32).

the result is

A X - ^*-e j>£ VYiLe^^^l-O

ZAfcA
Tr e

3Dc,rvq*W

"-» J

+ ^-' ^ - a* fa 21 %W
*If the charge is evenly distributed on the surface of the ion at Y*(X ,
the force on the ion will be the same as if the charge were concentrated
at the center. We choose to regard the charge to be at Y = ^

f ° r mathe-

matical convenience ( see Appendix C ) .
The equilibrium part of C TI is centrally symmetric, and therefore does
not contribute to A ^ X .
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The evaluation of these integrals is also outlined in Append
C; the result to order 'C * is
(4.34) ZV

2.u-<tf

_

lt,+Z

i%
,lx*

z
\o'

- U e ' . e (\o-l)4-(
^Ta
2>W/i.

*We assume

X

-^ (w,+w^

is order £
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where for convenience we have written

£. S-'Z^xfc

and D = -2i"2>T-b

4

The lowest order term fe'/G *^ appears in the Onsager limiting law;
term

stems from the term

<

the

)x.tlm in the potential of average force, and is zero

for symmetrical electrolytes.
stem from the solvent veloci ty

5.

The terms in the final set of square brackets

vt;.

Electrophoresis

We now wish to calculate the terms U; in (4.4), that is, the
velocity of the solvent in the field direction at the location Y
ion of species L , per unit local field.

The contribution a V:

the velocity of the solvent in the field direction at Y
CLYI acting on a volume element d V

-

<W'X

=VT-<AF;+(Y

to

at the origin ( see Fig. 6 ) can be

6

the Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid:

(4 35)

VX |

due to a force

derived from

Fig.

of an

A H K ^ e ] /s-rr-nr
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From now on we will set 1*1

for clarity.

It will be shown

below that AF, is of the form

(4.36) Ai=fa = H £*iV> 4 = U ? m CPS el
\y

*

v»

J

or U

so using
using
(4

.37) |^[«Wcor0]^T[(R/T^f^-T]

COS

we obtain

(4.38) AV' = <*V |I. lw\ % M

LL

-r

}] /^n'
Integrating over all space, we obtain the total velocity of the solvent
in the field direction:
«?

,wv . r ~?«*\

«.».) v,; =31
^ r\±r "T.»'wiklLi
f: dir
We now find expressions for TT4
plicitly evaluate (4.39).

and **¥

in (4.36) so that we may ex-

Now the force on a volume element of solvent

at the origin is, in the steady state, just the force on the ions in the
volume element, including the so-called diffusion force:

C4

40) dtR=£^l<v^£LfKX|l-kT^

To evaluate (4.40) we use (4.12), (4.13'), (4.18), and (4.14k) for \Ct,x
and similar expressions for K ^ \
for

TIJL

and r*i{L ; we use (4.13') and (4.17)

and ignore terms that will disappear upon integration due to the
fi (O)

.1 (0)

li and Vi . To the accuracy required to obtain the
conductivity to order C , we have then:
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dr. = c»ri e

iz.ie.is.y?

+ z^^e\^ 7; r ^_i^^"^©) + ( ^(^MCOSe^)

UY+ ^ J c,n HTrkT(i-f-> ^
v

Tsflk

ft \
(4.41) is of the form (4.36); V^^'/v-* i s t h e
Y"s3a ) aIid sjt and U i are given by (4.19).

value of tne

gradient at

To the accuracy required, (4.19) gives

(4.42) (i_(^co*ert =.(1-^,1x1

Using (4.41), (4.42) and (4.36) in (4.39), we obtain

(4.43) •» -3^-

f 1 + 2 . 2 ^ q?~ xl n e (arr[c,i,e
L

DkT

'+% 3 J

3

L

dr" c' 3n«nri-«fl —j^

with $ M s -X exr
DkT r
The last two integrals are straightforward;
get

to the required accuracy we
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(4.44) v,s = z.ekX f_! Tjcci" pv0|.?'fefl

r

T

J

H

in

'-%*•

-(14^)1.1^ 1 _ EVI
'-1
so that in (4.4)
S

(4.45) 1M1~+I£^i s = x_ 1"-' , ' -- U ^ e x p ( - £ * £ ,
-z.,e

£

z

e fcTTTi 1 Hi,\+-\tx\l£

b

rSv
'•

.. _».:S

§

§

J

4'l,+i

Here we have retained the £ and b notation in the remaining integral
in (4.45), since the same integral has been evaluated in Chapter III
(c. f. (3.20) ) ; our final result for the electrophoresis effect in
(4.4) is:

(4.46) l^l^

+

!±ii^=-_K_ nii,i+ittor,-e'S-L

t^n ~RF —^— "W

j
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6. The Osmotic Effect
The pressure on the "surface" of an ion of species I due to
collisions with ions of the opposite species is f i i i ^ k T • since
»U"" t u
is centrally symmetric, there is no net force due to collisions with ions of the same species. The net force A x on the ion of
A

species I in the field direction i is obtained by integrating the pressure
times the x-component of the normal to the surface over the entire surface
of the ion:
(4

A7)

A.-kT*faG^e[^coSe]^
;DkTr

where we have used (4.31);

to the order in which we are interested there

is a contribution only from <JiW^ . We express A * as a force per unit
charge so that it may be added to &-/X./X. :

ERRATA

Further investigation has shown that equation (4. 17), Fuoss
and Onsager's result for f*^ , while of sufficient accuracy
to give the Onsager limiting law, is not of sufficient accuracy,
when substituted in the higher order terms, to give all

2
5"(fc. ),

contributions to the conductivity. The result (4.49) and the values
of a given in §8 must be modified accordingly.
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6.

The Osmotic Effect

The pressure on the "surface" of an ion of species I due to
collisions with ions of the opposite species is "*'* L^-1<. \ ; since
tiv"" +ii

is centrally symmetric, there is no net force due to colli-

sions with ions of the same species.
species t

The net force A x

on the ion of

in the field direction \ is obtained by integrating the pressure

times the x-component of the normal to the surface over the entire surface
of the ion:
TT

"^

(4.47)

l•

..JI-

».

^%UK I I

3
where we have used (4.31);

to the order in which we are interested there

is a contribution only from Q v iY^ . We express A *
charge so that it may be added to ^ R } v . / 2v

as a force per unit

:

(4.48)

7.

Final Form of the Conductivity Equation

We add (4.48) to (4.34) and substitute the result, and also
(4.46), into (4.4);

then retaining only terms of order £

we obtain

(4.49)

A

- £ A + F"(i*.i-H**0 DkT [ i - iildzi^i2"l

54

+ E i (fe*l - e>' { i_ +. J— +i_"l . i_ . j
- ta.t-Ex)8-

r • _ x £ )h 3_ fl_F^ugm*0 .

•LkT
fcTTnj

-d-H

i.^;

^

h||n,x)'

+

3(i+<0 H i 2 ^

-. e^U-M-H
aya

o obtain the expression in the final set of square brackets in
from the final set of square brackets in (4.34) we have used

i- . iz»iuj»+|2ju;».

Ofc.H-teaOK+Ua)
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which follows from the definitions of Q
tion;

and K

and the neutrality condi-

(4.50) and (4.5) give

(4.51) Ao _ F^ oMl*j4-l4j).
The equation (4.49) includes, to order £. , all deviations from the
superposition approximation mentioned in Chapter I.
the results of Fuoss and Onsager [12], but A . x

/\o' agrees with

does not, as they did not

evaluate the solution of (4.13) with sufficient accuracy.

8.

Comparison with Experiment

In Fig. 7 we have plotted the theoretical curve for i\2' £ !**»€.
-|-l\^.sthat is, for the deviation of /\ from the Onsager limiting law.
'
'
/v
2
The curves are plotted from 6 = 0 to E =0.7. with l\e= 126.49 cm int.
JT\.
equiv ; the center curve corresponds to b' = 1.78, the top curve
to b' = 1.55, and the bottom curve to b' =2.00;

the top and bottom curves

are drawn to show the sensitivity of J\. to changes in b'. The experimental points were taken from measurements by Shedlovsky [13] on NaCl in
water at 25°C;

in this case

t> * " 2,2.x » - b

and the b = 1.78 curve,

o

corresponding to a hard core diameter of 4.0 A, should be compared with
o

the result b = 1.38 ( a = 5.2 A ) in the equilibrium case described in
Chapter III. ( The difference between the two values of b
can be
attributed to deviations of the actual solvent from the idealized model of
the solvent, which do not necessarily have the same effect in the nonequilibrium case as in the equilibrium case.)

In the case of the asym-

metric solute CaCl2 in water at 25°C [13], the theoretical curve matches
the experimental results with / \ 0 = 135.85 and

b = 1.125 ( a = 6.4 A ) ,
o

which is to be compared with b = .89 ( a = 8.0 A ) in the equilibrium
case. As in the equilibrium case, an error of about 30% in the deviation
from the vtt

law appears, if the equilibrium potential of average force

Vp«: — E . J £ U "•!""£• -*-i\

£*4

is

approximated by the Debye-Huckel potential
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Fig. 7
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Appendix A:

The Integrals if \

and 1

1

We wish to evaluate the integrals
(A

f ..llgf-42.

5

i

* e '< e
5.: L S,a
^34 J ^47.

a.

Since they are of the convolution type, we will use the Fourier transforms

(A.2)

^K§)

ef.
2TT

V\H I +I
X

^..^t^W'd)
ITT

e

%

We first evaluate

A.

By the convolution theorem
—»

(A.3)

f..hf e.

©.

=

- _ L - Ag e

Tan be'

H-TT
Using

K

(A

l =

sin(

f(,

-) H K £ *'* v ^ FH v> %- o

and

Si

MV> = i[e^-e'^]
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we obtain, since sin • tan-1 is an even function,
(A. 5)

A =2-^s
Replacing Q

by -Q

Li%

<£-+»

-~

t+i -

in the second integral and noting that

by analytical continuation in the complex plane,

we have the contour integral

(A.6)

/\

=

_i_ U q e j j _ l"2d^S
(q+I)^-

We evaluate this integral by choosing a contour in the upper half plane
which excludes the branch cut from 2,1

to L°° :

oo

Fig. 8

The integral has a simple pole at 0 = 1
as la I -* oo
. w e obtain

and the integrand-* —

X
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(A.7)

il-e V
4-

5^e \S
ii+e

t+»

We evaluate (A.7) by substituting q - ) £ + t Q
integral and Q ^ -£-*-«. Q

in the first

in the second integral, and then letting £.-»<? .

Remembering that the value of the logarithm on the right side of the branch
cut exceeds that on the left side by 2.TT I , we obtain

(A.8)

A=

-In 3 e 5 _ J .
2-S U
-5
Z

where

(A.9)

i

Q-'

-e§E;(~3§)+efEi(-f)
2-S

FiMOs-jAyeT*
We evaluate

theorem

6

Q+l

H

in the

same fashion.

By the convolution
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As before, in the complex plane,

(A.IO>

p^ = 2TTf J^^j^^z-iq,
- CO

Integrating around the same contour as for

but remembering

that the pole is now of order 2, we obtain

(A.11)

n = "2.-FS L

vi

n w» %

^J
i - „._!_-_U

- z-rrfaQ e Qf• X ^ f r + c ^ V - T Q+« <?-•
2?

- In3 e" + [in3-4le.'+4-^
H-s Et(-§)
{^-M e? Ea-^fi-i-C^+ne.
+

*
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Appendix B:

Higher Order Terms in the Potential

of Average Force of the Electron Gas

Examination of equations (2.20) and (2.22) shows that, to
order £

\n£ ,

(B.D $(§-,0i —+ A + A+-A+.PUF1

-hn+n+PUR+N
4-

1_

where the integration over all field points is understood.

Evaluation of

these integrals is by the convolution method, and is similar to the evaluation of the integrals in Appendix A; the Fourier transform of the factors
it ^( wavy lines ) is given by (2.22). The result is

.(B2) $($!£)= E $.<$)+6.* $x($We*lne $,.(§)

+ & 3 [ £ 3 , I S ^ 3 H M + ^ 6 $ 4 ' ( ^+ --

62

-s
^f

+_L e 3f +x[§ + I^M Ei(-4§ W-iTt -

-il£EE-.l-i§)
4

A ^-A^A+furi+rt
4-

27 2.
-§

63

3
In (B.2) we have divided the coefficient of £
an explicitly evaluated part j E ^ ^ and a part Sti^l^
obtained only by numerical integration.
lines in the expression for x^

\%\

senting factors 4-^^, since to order £

into two parts,
which can be

We have written double solid
in place of the wavy lines repreonly the first term ~ ~ CCM% * *•

in (2.22) is needed and this term is just the Fourier transform of
4Q \

s" '

•

The

values of the graphs in

*£., (§1

are listed

in (B.3):

<B 3>

'

lHf[A« s»n(^t^'feXT n-o-.A n-Z'ft

n=2,m=i:A

**

Here

* q ~ ^V^i+,V.2-C| q .

, and QjXijl

h==7,m

•*Fl

T

is the I D ™

Legendre
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Polynomial of the second kind.

Finally, we wish to indicate how we determine the long-range
behavior of "T(^,£j in (2.25).

The integral is evaluated as in Appen-

dix A, using the contour of Fig. 8.
to 2. i

down

, so we surmise that the integral around the branch cut behaves as

e ^ f o r large §
and

The branch cut extends from C»°

X I

( the exponential behavior, as In the case of

, stems from the factor

C

*

(\

in the integrand ) . The

dominant behavior of (2.25) at large distances, therefore, should be given
by the simple pole which we find at about
contribution from this pole gives (2.26).

e^ = L V , + £-*-^i—+ " ' i

; the
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Appendix C:
!•

Some Integrals in Chapter IV

Derivation of Equation (4.31)

Equation (4.30) is equivalent to

1.TT

• £it\ 0 " \(JL<^ c o s ©'
where the angles are as indicated in Fig. 9:

Fig. 9

The integration is carried out in spherical coordinates about
the

\"-axis.

along which T
point V
choose

We define the point «S

as the intersection of the ray

lies with that plane perpendicular to i

in which the

lies, and choose the scale of length such that
<p = 0 so that a perpendicular dropped from T"

|j\=l.

We

to the x-axis

intersects the x-axis at the same point as a perpendicular dropped from
S

(C.2)

; this point is *«<«*© from the origin.

Then we have

Y'cos 9'= COS 8 + cos© sinB" s'm §
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but T s | / c o s ©

, so that

Ti i & - 2-TT COS 0 cos ©"
(C.3)
o

U<|> c « S &

- *-

and (Cl) becomes

(C4, 4>> 1 = - *«© Wx'Zl Q iv)H i -^te^Je2.cnOC

J

«•• J n

L

T-

where we have used
1

-J<M-WX

r—r—

-J<v+-t

with

a = qJ-KMWT'1)
(C.6)

In order to write (C.4) in the more convenient form (4.31), we
V

iliminate the absolute value

IT-T'I

by splitting up f

•»

into (+\
<X X

;
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(4.31) then follows by a simple rearrangement of terms.

2.

Derivation of Equation (4.33)

Combining (4.14c) and (4.31), we get

(C7)

(C.7) is solved in exactly the same way as (4.29), except that the Green's
function is now 1 /lY —Y I ; the solution is

_ -q. Tra.e-oese \ 1 Uv'r'mtr^ + T UY'rri44
3

where

TMY'I

Dc.no'^

^Y1}*1

is the quantity in brackets in (C.7).

3

y,i
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We now wish to use (C.8) in (4.32) to obtain the change in
field

£^R"X.

(C9)

.Since (C.8) is of the form UfcOcOS ©

, (4.32) becomes

Z^ K X = ~ Vl>Wcos&^ ^.CO^GT^.^^I-CPS 1 -©]

but examination of (C.8) shows that the COS ©

terms in (C.9) cancel,

and that
oo

(c.io)

k(<A = -_2,Trz.,ea [ A v - m ^ )
3
Dcjnc^x3 i
V2-

so that (C.9) becomes

(Cll) A , Y = . - K K > = 2. -n-^.e

\&±

e^

(\+

^)Jav^^^^^^ n ^>^ l-^')jUY"ilY'
Y'

(Cll) is evaluated by changing the order of integration:
oo

(C 12)

'

oo

jA/$At"=S«W'[AY'
a

a

(K

Y"

oo

©o

]AY'JAX- = JAV)^Y'
a y *

c\

*
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We obtain

-

€V*.

(C13)

KKa

^
A M
We expand *C- — C >

in (C.13); examination of (C.13) and of the

Q (y) in (4.29) shows that to order £ , X (X and higher terms in
-q*A

^%K*

w3/n3

the expansion of ti, - <-•
may be ignored, and that in the X >A
term, £ « l^'V*^' may be set equal to one; we thus obtain (4.33).

3. Derivation of Equation (4.34)
We discuss (4.33) term by term; the evaluation of the integrals
proceeds mainly by tedious algebra based on the formula

(C14)

-XY

[ire
<\

'

-x* HZ>

= _ £ ! Z. (-\«r(n-X-m)!
(n-0! a

•H

(-V)n E i ( - ^

Wherever possible, exponential functions in (4.33) are expanded in power
series in £

, and terms of higher order than

€,%

are ignored;

in
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determining the order in £. to which a term contributes, it is necessary
to examine its short-distance behavior, since a factor ipc<
integrand of (4.33) may lead to a factor «/x<X — W /€.'
q> (T)

in the

in £ s R ~ ^

:

4^'** may be approximated by ^Q»*• c. ±-^»-»• P
U
o a*
we will first evaluate the terms containing
^xiv
We call the
5X.

contribution to

£s.^"X

from these terms £^~"X.a*0

> and

find

*;

to

order 6.
10

(C

- - 2,2:: R.X

[(> exVxx){e^n^)-i}

J Y3
b'

z

2 ux
b

l« o

*In all other cases ij^j. may be approximated by £-*-«* .
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\J 5 -S^aftu
•y
> in the integrals in
which this substitution was made, we were able to ignore terms in the
where we have made the substitution

integrand of higher order in X T

than those which were retained.

^ " X y contains the only term in A > X
the term - £ ' <\?~

We call A ^ X

in 3 t M

l*\

containing ^ & \ * 3A *

of order £

, that is,

A*X

the contribution to «—A^
here we may approximate

of the terms
0
&
e * * by 1. We

use (3.15c) and the formulas

-(X-v\')T
(C.16)

o

J

X

A 1

Y

X

•oo

Uv YeME\l"X^

oe + e Ei(-X»HiUe M + x \
I UX'-lntVt-V)

and find

(C

i-i, *.*i i-\ L 3 ' 1

x
Jo-CX^ J a W>y Jq (Y)
terms / ^ ^ " X . ^

^

; We call the contributions to & ^ J V
,x

*J

from these

; we can set C^- == | and need only make exhaus-

tive use of (C.14) to find
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(C.18)

_3rM=

By inspection, 3 S M - 3£> [ $ \

,but

and we have seen in the discussion of the a
a l.

lY>

- [ g ' ] ^ *
term that to lowest

-J i

order in £ , &R%. ± -€'*• , so It follows that

1 (»Hf
X
9tM :
,10

(C.20) ^ R " X 3 t ^

-jj.Za.
.RL

ft. f

AY 6

e

U+XY1

.{e w ii+^-'>te <lM (»n )t¥) - , }+ f%ea!,%)
eKVK0-

•

— £
t

tTf7)(uJ,+ui^

"l-C+l^ _ (j^Cf" U(l+^
aV
•1

+ ill U(xf^+Ei(^ -2-yE - u e' - i i M i - H
A.

JD

J
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Here we have used the same substitution
as in the evaluation of

£iRXfll^

Finally, we add ^BiX3»o + ^R^u)+^^a
and obtain (4.34).

+

^A]"+"^^^

U s -z-i^g-Ri
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